Today the F.A.L.N. takes the full responsibility for the two armed actions that have been taken against the F.B.I. and the American Bank Note Company. Two Symbols of Yanki repression and exploitation. We wholeheartedly protest the use of the Federal Grand Jury against the Puerto Rican Independence Movement. We also protest the use of the Federal Grand Jury here in New York, Chicago, and it's future use in the different parts of the United States. For the purpose of trying to stop other third world and progressive movements from voicing opposition to Yanki Imperialism.

The American Bank Note Company for being one of the chief administrator's in the exploitation of the World's Working Class. For printing the stocks and bonds that decide which families will eat and live well and which one's will starve and die. This company is also the printer of the currency of several Latin American countries, Mexico and Guatemala being two of them. This company has the economic power to control the flow of currency in all Latin American countries. Giving absolute unilatera! monetary control to American Corporations.

We again call for the unconditional release of our political prisoners that are being held in Yanki and Colonial prisons. Especially the release of the Five Nationalist Prisoners who are the longest held political prisoners in the Western Hemisphere. One of the Nationalist's has terminal cancer and if he dies in prison, his death will bring serious repercussions upon the ruling class. That prisoner is Andre Figueroa Cordero. The Puerto Rican hero is being denied the Human Right to die in dignity. He's being denied the right to spend his last days with his family and people. We will keep fighting for their release.

No matter what the consequences are to us.
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